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Introduction

The potential use of flying robots on military and civil applications and the challenges behind their development are attracting the scientific and the industrial community. Thanks to this, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) became considerably popular. Today they are being used mainly for surveillance and inspection tasks. Nevertheless, recent advances in low-power embedded processors, miniature sensors and control theory are opening new horizons in terms of miniaturization and fields of use. Miniature Flying Robots (MFR) that use the Vertical Taking-Off and Landing concept (VTOL) have many advantages when compared to other mobile robots in complex or cluttered environments. Mini-VTOL-like models mentioned above, several authors reported to the recent advances on sensor fields, simulation tools, and UAV developments in micro and mini-size sensors is still needed in order to allow their embedded use. Nevertheless, thanks to the recent advances on sensor fields, simulation tools, and UAV VTOL-like models mentioned above, several authors reported interesting applications in obstacle avoidance for outdoor use (most of them developed only simulations). Bae and Kim (2004) simulated obstacle avoidance methods for UAVs based on chaos trajectory surfaces. The combined use of optical flow and stereo-based navigation for UAVs in urban canyons was reported in Harbar et al. (2005). They used the optical flow from a pair of sideways-looking cameras to stay centered in a canyon and initiate turns at junctions, while stereo vision from a forward-facing stereo head was used to avoid obstacles. He et al. (2006) proposed an hierarchical framework to deal with uncertainty and noise in motion field analysis, so as to develop a low-complexity and reliable vision analysis system for UAV navigation. Wang et al. (2007) addressed the formation flying of multiple UAVs navigating through an obstacle-laden environment using Grossberg Neural Networks (GNN). They carried out several simulations and concluded that the onboard implementation in small-size UAVs of a modified GNN is feasible for real-time applications in obstacle-rich environments. Zengin and Dogan (2007) ran simulations of a gradient search algorithm for real-time target tracking for autonomous UAVs. As
their strategies in decision making considered the UAV dynamic constraints, the simulation results were very realistic (all heading and speed commands were feasible). Andert and Goermann (2007) combined grid and feature-based occupancy mapping using data extracted by a UAV with stereo vision (maxiARTIS). They produced useful maps of the UAV surrounds. Further improvements are necessary to obtain reliable global maps that can be used for autonomous path planning in real-time applications. Boivin et al. (2008) designed and simulated a decentralized control strategy with cooperation to engage UAVs towards several targets while avoiding static obstacles detected en route. The algorithms were based on a predictive control scheme and the UAVs dynamic constraints were taken into account. Hrabar (2008) presented a novel combination of techniques that could allow an UAV to navigate safely in outdoor environments while performing tasks (for instance, the inspection of power lines). He combined probabilistic roadmaps and D* Lite approaches for path planning with stereo-based occupancy mapping for dynamic replanning. He carried out several experiments in simulation and with a cable array robot and the system achieved promising results. However, the system failure rate was too high for the desired application. Paul et al. (2008) proposed a potential fields-based solution for collision and obstacle free formation flight. The desired application. Paul et al. (2008) proposed a potential fields-based solution for collision and obstacle free formation flight. The desired application.

Due to these reasons, we must highlight again that there is a lack of publications about obstacle avoidance procedures for mini-VTOLs. Maybe an exception is the work of Roberts et al. (2007), which describes the experimental results with the Quadrotor, a low weight flying robot endowed with rate gyroscopes, accelerometers, ultrasonic and infrared sensors, a high speed motor controller and a flight computer. The device presents full ability to autonomously take-off and maintain altitude. Since 2003 we worked on the OS4 obstacle avoidance problem. This work presents the development and implementation of an obstacle avoidance controller (OAC) for this flying robot using four embedded ultrasound sensors (US) for detecting obstacles. Initially the quadrotor helicopter configuration and the OS4 mini-helicopter are introduced. Then, the simulation tool developed in MatLab/Simulink and the embedded sensors are presented. Next, the OS4 embedded controllers are briefly described. The obstacle avoidance controller designed is then presented in detail. After that, the implementation phase is described and the experimental results obtained are addressed, and finally the conclusions and perspectives are presented.

The Swiss Federal Institutes of Technology, EPFL and ETHZ, are also participating with several projects to this scientific challenge (respectively, Aero-EPFL, 2008 and UAV-ETHZ, 2008). At ETHZ, the muFly project aims the design of a full autonomous helicopter, which main goal is to achieve a device that can be compared to a bird in size and weight. In addition to this, the sFly project (sFly, 2010) consists in an effort to make possible that small helicopters can safely fly over metropolitan areas to assist humans in several tasks like surveillance and rescue. At the Autonomous Systems Lab (ASL) we worked on a quadrotor mini-helicopter named OS4 until 2008. From 2003 to 2005 many goals concerning the mechanical design and control field were achieved (Bouabdallah et al., 2004-a, 2004-b, 2007; Bouabdallah and Siegwart, 2005-a, 2005-b, 2007 and Bouabdallah, 2007). Although numerous approaches have already been developed in the field of obstacle avoidance in mobile robotics, most of these methods are not applicable to mini-VTOLs because of their typical low available payload, embedded processing power, and auto-localization issues.

Recently, many works in the literature highlighted the mini-VTOL mechanical design and the development of control strategies for maneuvers such as taking-off, hovering, and landing. Kroo et al. (2000) presented interesting results in centimeter-scale quadrotor design and analysis. Other interesting investigations were the ground effect study using a free-vortex wake model (Griffiths and Leishman, 2002) and the flapping concept presented in Deng et al. (2003). Hoffmann et al. (2004) outlined the development of a miniature autonomous flight control system and the creation of a multi-vehicle platform for experimentation and validation of multi-agent control algorithms. One of recent results from EPSON (2008) is a 13.6 cm micro-helicopter that is able to hover for 3 minutes. It is remotely operated via Bluetooth link.

The design of an in-flight collision avoidance controller for micro and mini-VTOLs relying only on onboard sensors is challenging. Most of the literature brings simulated results essentially. Bouktir et al. (2008) achieved promising results in simulation. They proposed a method that is able to generate time-optimal trajectories for a micro quadrotor based on its trajectory parameters and using a non-linear optimization technique. However, the authors did not mention how the UAV and onboard sensor models were implemented (delays, noises, etc.), neither any information concerning the sensors characteristics or onboard computational needs. Concerning the full implementation of a UAV, Roberts et al. (2007) presents a full autonomous indoor and hands-off mini-UAV. They have presented outstanding results with the “Quadrotor”, achieving their goals which were to make the UAV automatically take-off, control constant altitude level, accomplish the obstacle avoidance demands, autonomously treat the anti-drift problem and land in safe. Besides, one important point lies in the fact that authors achieved that using very simple sensing and control strategies.

Based on the works referenced above, we noticed that there is a lack of micro and mini-helicopters able to navigate autonomously based only on their embedded sensors. This is clearly a strong restriction factor for the use of micro and mini-helicopters. Some authors try to overcome this limitation by using external sensors placed in the environment. Nevertheless this solution is not self-contained and it requires more calibrated sensors and higher data transmission rates or an external host computer.

Nomenclature

In-Flight Collision Avoidance Controller Based Only on OS4 Embedded Sensors

Today several research groups are working on mini-VTOLs based on the quadrotor configuration. Mistler et al. (2001) proposed a non-linear dynamic model and a feedback controller. Altuğ et al. (2002) related the use of visual feedback using one and two cameras (Altuğ et al., 2003) fixed on ground to estimate the quadrotor position and attitude. Hamel et al. (2002) studied the take-off and landing procedures by applying Lyapunov functions. Mokhtari and Benallegue (2004) developed a non-linear dynamic model based on Euler angles. When these angles are associated to Lyapunov functions, it is possible to control the helicopter roll, pitch, and yaw angles. Castillo et al. (2004) used the Lagrangian approach for modeling the quadrotor helicopter. The model was used together with Lyapunov functions and cyclic saturation algorithm to develop its controller. McKerrow (2004) developed a controller for hovering. Earl and D’Andrea (2004) developed a filter for estimating in real-time the roll, pitch, and yaw angles based on data from a gyroscope and a vision system fixed on ground. Tayebi and McGilvray (2004) proposed the use of retro-feeding controller based on quaternions for taking-off, hovering, and landing. In order to compensate the Coriolis and gyroscopic torques, they used PD and PDc controllers. Dunfield et al. (2004) developed an artificial neural network based controller to take-off, hover, and land. Guennard et al. (2005) proposed the use of an intuitive strategy based controller for taking-off and landing. In 2006 several studies focused on control techniques for quadrotors were published. The most relevant ones are: Benallegue et al. (2006), Bluteau et al. (2006), Castillo et al. (2006), Coza and Macnab (2006), Guennard et al. (2006), Madani and Benallegue (2006), Tayebi and McGilvray (2006), Voos (2006), and Xu and Ozguner (2006). Briefly, they proposed several control approaches based on Riccati equations, sliding mode technique, robust adaptive-fuzzy technique, and full state backstepping technique. In addition to these works, some papers were published in 2007: Besnard et al. (2007) developed a sliding mode disturbance observer to control a quadrotor; Erginer and Altuğ (2007) implemented a PD control and Tarek and Benallegue (2007-a and 2007-b) proposed a backstepping control and a sliding mode observer for quadrotors; and Voos (2007) used a control system based on a combination of state-dependent Riccati equations and neural networks to control the quadrotors attitude and velocity.

Recent works have discussed new approaches for many issues involving quadrotors. Nicol et al. (2008) proposes the implementation of one robust neural network approach for the quadrotor control. Lee et al. (2009) used Lyapunov based approach to control the device. Stepaniak et al. (2009) describe the full development of one electronic board to brushless speed control systems and also provide a very accurate model for the quadrotor so that it can either be remotely controlled or even fly autonomously. Huang et al. (2009) extends previous works on aerodynamics effects concerning quadrotors beyond hovering conditions. Courbon et al. (2009) presents a vision-based navigation strategy for autonomous flight. Kim et al. (2010) discuss the implementation of classic controllers for hovering maneuvers. Scaramuzza et al. (2010) proposes a novel vision based technique for localizing the aerial vehicle using a monocular downward camera.

The great majority of the publications focused on control techniques that allow the stable flight of the mini-VTOLs.

OS4 Mini-VTOL

OS4 (Fig. 1) is a small-scale helicopter with four rotors in cross configuration and represents the result of the design methodology developed at ASL (Bouabdallah et al., 2007). This figure shows the OS4 sensors, actuators and electronics: (a) inertial measurement unit, (b) altitude sensor below the robot, (c) obstacle avoidance sensor with tubes, (d) mini CCD camera below the robot, (e) DSP 30F6014A (Microchip), (f) mother board, (g) motor module, (h) propeller, (i) battery, (j) remote control (RC) antenna, (k) Wi-Fi dongle.

The OS4 total span is 800 mm (300 mm diameter propeller), about 200 mm in height, the four arms are tilted by 5° with respect to the horizontal plane, and its total mass is about 650 g. Its battery (Lithium-Polymer) takes almost one-half of the total mass. In contrast to this, the actuators take only one-third, thanks to brushless DC (BLDC) technology. They present 60 W of 66 W average power consumption. However, the last one depends on flight conditions.
and represents a weighted average between the equilibrium (40 W) and the worst possible inclination state (120 W) without losing altitude. For yaw angle and lateral displacements estimation we used a lightweight vision sensor. The GPS signal weakness and precision in cluttered environments made it difficult to be used. On the other hand, the surrounding metallic structures strongly disturb the IMU data logging and controller parameters tuning. Finally, each of the control. Finally, a wireless LAN USB adapter was added. On the CPU picked-up from a 1.6 g, 5 channels commercially available RC receiver. It is less than 4 ms. One microcontroller is interfaced with the RC receiver. It communicates with the ground control station. The computer module is x86 compatible and does offer all standard PC interfaces. The whole computer is 44 g in mass, 56 mm by 71 mm in size. The processor and proprietary compiler s for the DSP (30 MIPS) runs the obstacle avoidance, attitude, altitude, and body motion control algorithms. All the processing is carried out in less than 4 ms. One microcontroller is interfaced with the RC receiver. It was used to decode the Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) signal picked-up from a 1.6 g, 5 channels commercially available RC receiver. Due to this, it was possible to change the number of channels conveniently and control the robot using a standard remote control. Finally, a wireless LAN USB adapter was added. On the groundside, a standard Ground Control Software (GCS) for all our flying robots was designed. Presently, it permits environment visualization, waypoints and flight plans management as well as data logging and controller parameters tuning. Finally, each of the four motor-control units has one microcontroller. All OS4 processing units are programmed in C, using standard GCC compiler for the processor and proprietary compilers for the DSP (C30) and the microcontrollers (CCS).

When it comes to monitor OS4 surrounds, we developed a sonar-based obstacle avoidance system composed of four miniature ultrasound range finders (US) in cross configuration and altitude sonar (all sonars are SRF10 model, SRF10 Sensor, 2008), as it can be seen in Fig 1. The following table (Table 1) presents the OS4 parameters in detail.

### Table 1. OS4 constructive parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Mass</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.650 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia on x axis</td>
<td>I_x</td>
<td>7.5e-3 kg.m^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia on y axis</td>
<td>I_y</td>
<td>7.5e-3 kg.m^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia on z axis</td>
<td>I_z</td>
<td>1.3e-2 kg.m^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrust Coefficient</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>3.13e-5 N.s/m^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drag Coefficient</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>7.5e-7 N.m/s^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propeller Radius</td>
<td>R_pr</td>
<td>0.15 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propeller Chord</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.04 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch Angle of Incidence</td>
<td>( \theta_p )</td>
<td>0.26 rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twist Pitch</td>
<td>( \theta_t )</td>
<td>0.045 rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor Inertia</td>
<td>J_r</td>
<td>6e-5 kg.m^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm Length</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>0.23 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OS4 Dynamical Modeling

In order to obtain the OS4 dynamic model, we wrote the physical equations, got the parameters from its CAD model, and identified only the dynamics of the actuators which were considered important in the case of a quadrotor. This approach makes it easy to build dynamic models of unstable systems, since we do not need to perform closed loop identification in flight.

During the OS4 project we used several methods to obtain the models needed to simulate different behaviors. For instance, while Euler-Lagrange formalism and DC motor equations were used to model the test bench, Newton-Euler formalism (Murray et al., 1994), model identification, and blade element and momentum theories were used to model the OS4 quadrotor. In addition to this, Tait-Bryan angles were used for the parameterization. In the end, the
OS4 model was implemented in a simulator (next section). The OS4 model developed in this section is a result of the following assumptions:

- The structure is supposed to be rigid and symmetrical.
- The Center of Gravity (CoG) and the body fixed frame origin are assumed to be coincident.
- The propellers are supposed to be rigid.
- Thrust and Drag Forces are considered proportional to the square of propeller speed.

Helicopters are considered complex mechanical systems because they encompass an enormous range of physical effects from the aerodynamics and the mechanics domains (Done and Balmford, 2001). Due to this, a good quadrotor model should consider as much as possible important effects, including the gyroscopic ones. The complete list of the effects acting on our helicopter is described in Table 2 (Mullhaupt, 1999), where: \( J \) is the inertia; \( I \), inertia moment; \( \Omega \), propeller angular rate; \( C \), propulsion group cost factor; \( \Omega_n \), overall residual propeller angular speed; \( \alpha \), roll angle; \( \theta \), pitch angle; and \( \psi \), yaw angle.

The OS4 model was developed based on successive steps as presented in previous papers (Bouabdallah, 2004-a; Bouabdallah and Siegwart, 2005-a, and 2005-b). Its last version includes Hub Forces (\( H \)), Rolling Moments (\( R_n \)), and variable aerodynamical coefficients. This makes the model more realistic especially in forward flight. We spent an effort on developing this realistic model in order to have as reliable as possible simulation results before implementing the controllers onboard the OS4.

Let us consider an earth-fixed frame \( E \) and a body-fixed frame \( B \) as presented in Fig. 2. Using Euler angles parameterization, airframe orientation in space is given by a rotation \( R \) from \( B \) to \( E \), where \( R \in SO3 \) is the rotation matrix. The frame system (Fig. 2) is in conformity with the N, E, D (North, East, Down) standard, following by the way the coordinate system of our inertial sensor (3DM-GX1). In this figure, \( a \) represents the motor angular rate for each propeller; \( D_r \), drag force for each propeller; \( F_r \), Thrust Force for each propeller; \( x, y, z \), OS4 position in body coordinate frame; \( X, Y, Z \), OS4 position in earth coordinate frame; and \( \phi, \theta, \psi \), respectively, OS4 roll, pitch and yaw angles.

Then Eq. (1) represents the dynamics of a rigid body under external forces applied to the center of mass:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
ml a x y z \\
0 \\
I \\
\omega x I \omega \\
\omega x m \omega V
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
\omega x m V \\
0 \\
I \\
\omega x I \omega 
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
F \\
\tau 
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( m \) is the overall OS4 mass; \( V \), body linear speed; \( \alpha \), body angular rate; \( F \), forces; and \( \tau \), torques.

Aerodynamic forces and moments are derived using a combination of momentum and blade element theory (Leishman, 2006). Leishman work was based on the work of Gary Fay during Mescipeter project (Fay, 2001). For an easier reading of the equations below, we recall some symbols: \( \sigma \) represents solidity ratio; \( \lambda \), inflow ratio; \( \alpha \), lift slope; \( \nu \), induced velocity; \( \mu \), motor advance ratio; and \( \rho \), air density. The Thrust Force (\( T \)) is the resultant of the vertical forces acting on all the blade elements:

\[
T = C_T \rho A (\Omega R_{rad})^2
\]

\[
\frac{C_T}{\sigma a} = \left(\frac{1}{6} + \frac{1}{4} \mu^2\right) \theta_n - \left(1 + \mu^2\right) \frac{\theta_m}{8} - \frac{1}{4} \lambda
\]

(2)

where \( C_T \) is the thrust coefficient; \( R_{rad} \), rotor radius; \( A \), propeller disk area; \( \theta_n \), pitch of incidence; and \( \theta_m \), twist pitch.

The Hub Force (\( H \)) is resultant of horizontal forces acting on all blade elements:

\[
H = C_H \rho A (\Omega R_{rad})^2
\]

\[
\frac{C_H}{\sigma a} = \frac{1}{4} \mu^2 + \frac{\mu}{4} \left(\theta_n - \frac{\theta_m}{8}\right)
\]

where \( \mu \) is the drag coefficient at 70% radial station and \( C_H \), the hub coefficient.

In addition to this, Drag Moment (\( Q \)), i.e., the moment about the rotor shaft caused by the aerodynamic forces acting on the blade elements, is given by Eq. (4). One may notice that the horizontal forces acting on the rotor are multiplied by the moment arm and integrated over the rotor. Drag moment determines the power required to spin the rotor.
where $C_{mg}$ is the rolling moment coefficient.

Helicopters operating near the ground (approximately at half rotor diameter) experience thrust augmentation due to better rotor efficiency. This is related to a reduction of induced airflow velocity. This is called Ground Effect. Literature presents different approaches to deal with this effect, for instance, by using adaptive techniques (Guenard et al., 2006). However, the principal aim in this project is to find a model of this effect for OS4 to improve the autonomous take-off and landing controllers. The goal is to obtain a simple model capturing mainly the variation of induced inflow velocity ($v$).

Cheeseman and Bennet (1957) state that at constant power, the Thrust Force out of ground effect (OGE) is equal to the Thrust Force in ground effect (IGE), i.e., $T_{OGE} = T_{IGE}$. The velocity induced at the rotor center by its image is $v_i = Av_i/16\pi z^2$, where $z$ is the altitude. They obtained Eq. (6) by assuming that $v_i$ and $\delta_{vi}$ are constant over the disk which allows $\nu_{i,IGE} = v_i - \delta_{vi}$.

$$
\frac{T_{IGE}}{T_{OGE}} = \frac{1}{1 - \frac{R_{rad}}{16z^2}}.
$$

Another simple way to proceed is to consider that the inflow ratio in ground effect (IGE) is $\nu_{i,IGE} = (v_i - \nu_i - z)\Omega R_{rad}$, where the variation of induced velocity is $\delta_{vi} = v_i/(4z/R_{rad})^2$. We can then rewrite the thrust coefficient (Eq. 2) IGE as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
C_{TIGE} &= \frac{\nu_{i,IGE}}{\nu_i} R_{rad}, \\
C_{TOGE} &= \frac{\nu_{i,OGE}}{\nu_i} R_{rad}.
\end{align*}
$$

Then we compared the variation of inflow velocity in and out of ground effect using OS4 simulator. The influence is perceptible at a ratio of $z/R_{rad}$ approximately equal to 2, but it becomes really important around a ratio from $z/R_{rad} \ll 1$. It seems that in the case of a quadrotor the ground effect influence is already present at one rotor diameter and becomes really important at one rotor radius. In order to empirically verify this assumption, we conducted a simple experiment which proved that a quadrotor deprived of altitude control is able to hover at a constant altitude near one rotor diameter from the ground. It is clear that this result is only an indication of validity and does not constitute a formal proof. Quadrotor motion is obviously caused by a series of forces and moments coming from different physical effects (Table 2). More detailed information concerning this model can be found in Appendix B at Bouabdallah (2007). The equations of motion (Eqs. (8) to (13)) are derived from Eq. (1) and all the forces and moments listed in Table 2.

OS4 is equipped with four fixed-pitch rotors (no swash plate), each one includes a Brushless Direct Current (BLDC) motor, a one-stage gearbox and a propeller. The entire rotor dynamics was identified and validated using the Matlab Identification Toolbox.

$$
I_s \ddot{\phi}_i = \theta (I_{s,i} - I_{s,o}) + J_i \ddot{\omega}_i + I(-T_i + T_s) - H_i \sum_{i=1}^n H_{xi} + (-1)^{n+1} \sum_{i=1}^n R_{xi},
$$

$$
I_s \ddot{\phi}_i = \theta (I_{s,i} - I_{s,o}) + J_i \ddot{\omega}_i + l(T_i - T_s) + H_i \sum_{i=1}^n H_{xi} + (-1)^{n+1} \sum_{i=1}^n R_{xi}.
$$

OS4 Simulator

Aiming to assist the control design phase, we developed a simulation and analysis tool based on MatLab/Simulink. This enables the use of model-based design from the application definition, to the controller design and simulation. The simulator is used for control and obstacle avoidance simulations and visualizations. The user has many options in order to execute the simulation by selecting the desired combination between mini-VTOL model, sensors, controllers and environments in the libraries.

It is possible for example to combine various types and quantities of sensors with different control approaches in different environments. Another interesting characteristic of the tool is that the libraries accept the inclusion of new models for sensors, mini-VTOLs, controllers and environments. The results can be visualized using graphical interfaces. Simulink model considers OS4 dynamical model developed in the previous section. So, it utilizes hub forces and rolling moments based on the literature (Done and Balmford, 2001; and Fay, 2001), and in addition to this, we implemented air friction model and included inertial counter-torques in yaw dynamics. The whole dynamical model is a composition of all these effects in one mathematical representation. We use a first-order actuator dynamics captured by identification. A first-order model is a reasonable simplification that was validated with different sets of data. The dynamics simulator includes all the delays measured and the noise estimated on the real robot. The results in simulation were satisfying and we are confident that they are close to reality. In fact, we used exactly the same MatLab controller parameters in the real flying experiments (Bouabdallah et al., 2007).
OS4 Embedded Sensors

Due to the lack of researches that focus on real onboard implementation of such navigation and obstacle avoidance systems in mini-helicopters (particularly when it comes to mini-quadrotors), we decided to concentrate our attention on this topic. In this work indoor environments are foregrounded. In order to develop and implement obstacle avoidance procedures onboard our OS4 mini-helicopter, we firstly verified the available sensors on the market. They should be as light as possible and provide low power consumption in order to reduce their impact on the OS4 overall flight autonomy. Natural candidates to provide the necessary perception system were US sensors, linear cameras, IMUs, and gyroscopes. We checked several sensor datasheets and tested some sensors trying to find the best balance between their range, noise, power consumption, size, and weight.

When it comes to distance sensors, we have chosen US SRF10 sensors (SRF10 Sensor, 2008). It is very small and light and only detects the first echo (nearest object), taking into account a threshold value set by the user. After some tests, we decided to add a plastic cylinder on the sensor emitter-receiver end to reduce the sensor cone angle and increase its maximum range (Bouabdallah, 2007). This kind of sensor, by default, is very sensible to objects whose position is out of the line of vision. However, this is not an advantage in our case. Their maximum reading frequency was 15 Hz (acquisition every 66 ms). We used 5 US sensors: four on OS4 structure (US sensor #1 to #4) to detect obstacles and one vertically downwards assembled to measure its altitude (US sensor #5). Only one US sensor was fired at a time in order to prevent the cross-talk interference. The ultrasound sensors are used aiming to provide the collision avoidance system with real-time information.

As our goal is to prevent situations of collision, where we do not know the exact position and the speed of the quadrotor, the obstacle itself is the reference point for evasive closed-loop maneuvers. From this perspective, it is more advantageous that the ultrasound sensors are able to accurately detect obstacles in a long distance range rather than a large field of vision, so that the collision can be precisely avoided. For this purpose, the above mentioned tubes were used to cover the sensor in order to limit its wide field of vision and increase its range. Many tubes of different compositions were used, such as plastic, compact foam, paper, and cloth. The best results were obtained using a 3 cm plastic tube which allowed us to increase the sensor’s range of vision. Still, the length of the tube must be observed for the sensor’s appropriate behavior. The volume of detection of the US sensor with and without the tubes can be evaluated from Fig. 3, whereas the dashed line represents the sensing volume without the tubes and the series of solid lines were acquired with the use of them. Without the plastic tubes, the sensing volume is broader at the three axes. When they were used, they straiten the angle of vision indeed. However, the range of vision increases considerably along the Y axis, which is desirable.

An important aspect concerning the use of the ultrasound sensor refers to its position in the structure of the quadrotor. Three positions were considered, taking into account the sensor angle of vision, as it can be seen from Fig. 4. By its simplicity, the sensor was positioned at the intersection point of the vertical stem and the skids form (position 3 in Fig. 4). Thus, the angle of vision is around 41° (which is still broad), and free of the blades interruption. There are several sensors that could solve this problem indeed. However, the ultrasound is appropriated thanks to its low weight. Besides, the direction of flight is imposed to always be in the sensors direction, which can help to improve the quadrotor vision.

The main disadvantage of this set is that, at 41°, there are four dead zones in which the sensors cannot accurately detect the obstacle (Fig. 5-a). One possible solution for such problem would be to bring the sensors to positions 1 and 2 (Fig. 4). However, it would make the blades to be permanently at the field of vision. Furthermore, the minimum angle of vision required to allow good results is 35° for both positions. Figure 5-b shows the position of the US (already endowed with the plastic tube) in the quadrotor skids.
All US sensors were tested with and without the propellers rotating. OS4 was hanged in a room at 1.5 m height and we adjusted the US sensor gains in order to obtain the range previously presented in Fig. 3. With the OS4 hanged and the propellers rotating we obtained stable signs, even in presence of vibrations (the propeller speeds were set below the minimum lift force needed to take-off the helicopter only to verify the propeller wind influence on the US sensor data).

Figure 6 presents the results obtained when OS4 was placed at 1.1 m far from a wall that was in front of one of its US sensors. One may observe in this figure that the data were stable (solid line) and very close to the real distance (110 cm). The mean value obtained for a 90 s experiment was 105.8 cm (dotted line) with a standard deviation of 3.674 cm (dash dot lines). In this experiment we acquired data of all 5 US sensors embedded on OS4 in order to verify the cross-talk interference. Based on this experiment we concluded that there was no presence of cross-talk interference and the wind influence on US sensor data could be neglected.

Then we moved to the next experimental test phase: in-flight tests. We decided to run tests at 50 cm altitude in a large room where we could later run obstacle avoidance tests. This altitude was chosen for safety reasons because, in case of an accident, the OS4 would quickly crash against the ground and the probability of hitting someone would be low. In the beginning no obstacle was present and we expected the same US sign behavior obtained during the previous test phase. Unfortunately, the US sensor data obtained during the tests were extremely noisy, mainly when no obstacle was in front of the sensors. On the contrary, when an obstacle was approaching the sensor, its data became stable. As we previously verified by the US sensor field of view, the effect of the wind caused by the propellers on the ultrasound wave, and the cross-talk interference, we concluded that at low altitudes the use of several US sensors simultaneously (at the same frequency) can create disturbances and reflections due to the ground proximity. Figure 7 presents the results of a 23 s test carried out without the presence of obstacles.

In Fig. 7-a, the desired hovering altitude (0.5 m) is represented by a dashed green line. The OS4 altitude measured by US sensor #5 was very stable (dash-dot line). In addition to this we plotted the OS4 roll (solid line) and pitch (dashed line) angles. These angles were measured by an IMU and their minimum and maximum values were
of 0.3 m hovering altitude. At this altitude, taking into account the US sensor volume of detection experimentally measured and presented in Fig. 3, we expected to detect the ground obtaining US sensor signs close to 0.4 m. As the results were again very noisy we calculated the mean value and the standard deviation of both experiments in order to compare them. One may observe in Fig. 7 and Table 3 that independently of the hovering altitude, roll and pitch angles, and the position of the sensors used for obstacle avoidance, the US signs were noisy and the statistics values obtained were similar. Due to this, and taking into consideration that US sensor #5 (the altitude sensor that was placed below OS4 pointing down) presented a stable behavior we concluded that the main sources of noise are the ground proximity and the US wave incidence angle that creates disturbances and reflections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>US Sensor</th>
<th>Mean Value [cm]</th>
<th>Standard Deviation [cm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>80.70</td>
<td>11.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>92.13</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>77.42</td>
<td>8.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>92.89</td>
<td>8.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>80.31</td>
<td>8.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>91.62</td>
<td>8.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>80.54</td>
<td>8.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>73.33</td>
<td>6.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, aiming to reduce the sensor noise level we added a filter. The basic premise for designing the filter was to consider the OS4 surrounds as a static environment. Therefore, the US sensors data were taken into account only if the two last samples were sufficiently close to each other (we defined a threshold value of 15 cm based on the experiments carried out and the data statistics presented in Table 3). If they were not, the last value stored in memory replaced the sensor datum. This way, strong oscillations were eliminated and we could obtain a reliable signal to avoid obstacles. One may observe an example of the filtered signs in Fig. 8. In this experiment a person first approaches up to 150 cm far from the helicopter. Then, he walks in its direction for a motion-blur free image of 320 x 240 at up to 25 fps. Most of the small cameras available on the market require high lightening condition in order to deliver motion-blur free image. The CCD camera used delivers an almost motion-blur free image. The camera is used with a red A4 paper with a white spot shifted from the pattern center. The algorithm detects the pattern, estimates the pose and provides the camera position (x, y) and heading angle (yaw angle, ψ). We used the Canny edge detector and Douglas-Peucker algorithms already implemented in OpenCV (2008). In addition, we ran a least-square based linear regression to refine the detection. Pose estimation is then performed using PnP algorithm (DeMenthon and Davis, 1995). Afterwards, the algorithm was improved in order to manage different situations where the pattern is not detected or it is only partially detected. Before embedding the camera on OS4 we

![Figure 8. Distances from obstacles detected by the OS4 US sensor with and without filtering.](image)
carried out some experiments fixing it on a linear motorized slider. This equipment allowed us to compare the position and yaw angle estimations obtained with the algorithms and the ones provided by its encoders. At 1 m/s the mean error was approximately 2 cm. When it comes to yaw angle (ψ), the mean error was about 3° at 180°/s.

Overall OS4 Controllers

Since the beginning of the OS4 project at ASL in 2003, we have developed and tested several approaches for controlling. Five techniques were explored from theoretical development to final experiments. In the beginning we tested on OS4 two linear controllers, a PID and an LQR, based on a simplified model. We obtained an autonomous hover flight behavior (Bouabdallah et al., 2004-a). Later we reinforced the control using backstepping techniques (Bouabdallah and Siegwart, 2005-a). Another improvement was introduced thanks to integral backstepping. With this technique, OS4 was able to perform autonomous hovering with altitude control and autonomous take-off and landing (Bouabdallah et al., 2007). After the evaluation of all the control approaches tested during the project, it became clear that the way to follow was a combination between PID and Backstepping into the so-called Integral Backstepping. The goal was to bring together the robustness against disturbances offered by backstepping and robustness against model uncertainties offered by the integral action. This shall permit more complex flight maneuvers than a simple hovering. After a phase of extensive simulation and experimentation, Integral Backstepping was proposed as a single approach for attitude, altitude, and position control. When it comes to the motor speed control of the 4 propellers, a PI controller was used. Figure 9 shows an illustration of the system adopted for the attitude, altitude, position, obstacle avoidance, take-off / landing controllers, the embedded sensors, and the controllers input and output data.

Obstacle Avoidance Controller

First of all, we decided to use our OS4 Simulator to test different approaches for obstacle avoidance before implementing them onboard the mini-helicopter. We modeled the sensors and included their delays and noises. Next, we introduced the obstacle avoidance controller (OAC) into the Simulink model and inserted indoor environment and sensor libraries. Thanks to our reliable OS4 dynamical model and OS4 Simulator we could simulate OS4 behavior and verify its controllability while avoiding obstacles in indoor environments. Depending on the environment selected, OS4 would negotiate its path with mobile and/or static obstacles. Obstacles were modeled as vertical cylinders with different diameters and heights. It was also possible to select the desired OS4 behavior during the OAC simulation, for instance: hovering or keeping cruiser speed while not avoiding obstacles, landing, taking-off, etc. In this simulation phase of the development of our OAC we tested several possible solutions considering the use of the position control and a speed control that could be later on added to our control architecture (Becker et al., 2006 and Bouabdallah, 2007). Depending on the approach adopted, the OS4 yaw angle (ψ) was either kept constant or used to produce the evasive maneuver. This would enable us to perform more complex maneuvers while grazing the obstacles detected.

When we started to implement the OAC routines onboard OS4, we needed to face its sensors limitations. As the real experiments carried out with the IMU embedded on OS4 produced very noisy data, the speed estimation could not be implemented. Due to this, for the moment, we had a lack of input data for the speed controller. So, we could rely only on the OS4 control architecture and sensor data, as they were presented in Fig. 9, during the implementation of the embedded OAC. Consequently, we decided to keep the OAC as simple as possible taking into account only the reliable data provided by onboard sensors without the need of environment changes (it means that we would not use the position control because it is based on recognizing an artificial beacon placed on the ground of the environment).
chance of hitting an obstacle that was not detected by the onboard US sensors while avoiding a detected obstacle. In order to increase the flight safety, a 150 cm-radius security zone is constantly maintained between the helicopter and the environment (Fig. 10-b). This security zone assu res a 110 cm-distance between the helicopter rotors and any obstacle. If an obstacle is detected inside the security zone, the OAC interferes in the OS4 flight control and generates an evasive maneuver. As the US filtered sensor data provide a good estimation only of the distances between the nearest obstacles and the OS4, but no data concerning their angular position inside the US sensor field of view, the evasive maneuver is obtained by selecting a predefined pitch ($\phi$) or roll ($\theta$) angle that would avoid a collision between the helicopter and the obstacle(s). The selection of the angles depends on the direction of the detected obstacles. In the beginning we tried to implement a distance-based fuzzy controller to

Table 4. Rules used for the OAC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstacle Quantity</th>
<th>Direction(s) of the Detected Obstacle(s)</th>
<th>Evasive Maneuver</th>
<th>Output Angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>In front</td>
<td>Escape Back</td>
<td>$\theta_d = \theta_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Back</td>
<td>Escape Front</td>
<td>$\phi_d = \phi_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Escape Right</td>
<td>$\theta_d = \theta_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Escape Left</td>
<td>$\phi_d = -\phi_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>In front and Back</td>
<td>Escape Right</td>
<td>$\phi_d = \phi_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In front and Left</td>
<td>Escape Back</td>
<td>$\theta_d = \theta_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In front and Right</td>
<td>Escape Back</td>
<td>$\theta_d = \theta_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Back and Left</td>
<td>Escape Front</td>
<td>$\phi_d = -\phi_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Back and Right</td>
<td>Escape Front</td>
<td>$\theta_d = \theta_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left and Right</td>
<td>Escape Front</td>
<td>$\theta_d = \theta_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>In front, Back, and Left</td>
<td>Escape Right</td>
<td>$\phi_d = \phi_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In front, Back, and Right</td>
<td>Escape Left</td>
<td>$\phi_d = -\phi_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In front, Right, and Left</td>
<td>Escape Back</td>
<td>$\theta_d = \theta_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Back, Right, and Left</td>
<td>Escape Front</td>
<td>$\theta_d = \theta_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>In front, Back, Right, and Left</td>
<td>None - Keep Hovering</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

they could cause movements inside the US sensors blind areas and consequently a collision with an undetected obstacle could occur. So, Table 4 presents the desired OAC behavior in the presence of 1, 2, 3, and 4 obstacles. In the last case, the obstacles are blocking the helicopter. Due to this, we preferred to keep OS4 hovering, instead doing any evasive maneuver.

Furthermore, a safety loop was added in the algorithm to allow the action of the OAC only if the helicopter was at a minimal altitude. This would keep OS4 from crashing on the ground while flying at low altitudes and avoiding obstacles.

Implementation

For safety reasons, it is also possible to control OS4 using a standard radio control (RC). Taking into account that anyone who wants to implement control software embedded on a helicopter must consider safety issues relating to the helicopter and user, we implemented a security control layer which inhibits robot starting if the RC is not detected and/or in case it is not turned on to manual mode with the throttle at minimum. Proper operation of each sensor is also verified before taking-off. If, for any reason, the contact in flight with the RC is lost, the safety layer automatically lands the helicopter. The implementation of a control loop on a helicopter must be done in a very careful way. In fact, the most critical part is the attitude loop. It must be strictly deterministic with the highest priority over the other processes (except for the safety control layer). On OS4, this loop is synchronized with the IMU and is able to deal with temporary loss of its data.

When flying, position control keeps the helicopter over the desired place, i.e. the $(x, y)$ horizontal position with regard to a starting point. Horizontal motion is achieved by orienting the thrust vector towards the desired direction of motion. This is done by rotating the vehicle itself in the case of a quadrotor. In concrete terms, one performs position control by rolling or pitching the helicopter in response to a deviation of the $y$ or $x$ references respectively. Thus, the position controller outputs the attitude references $\phi$ and $\theta$, which are tracked by the attitude controller.

Frontward, backward, and sideward movements require complex maneuvers, since mini-quadrotors have a peculiar dynamics and they are hard to control when high speeds are reached in indoor environments. In order to move horizontally frontwards, for instance, pitch positive movement was made and was followed by a pitch negative one. This strategy allows better speed and position control. This intermittent movement avoids instabilities caused when high speeds are reached. Due to this, we forced the OS4 controllers to operate in a narrow range of pitch and roll angles. Based on the simulations of frontward, backward, and lateral maneuvers carried out using the OS4 Simulator previously presented, we adopted 0.18 rad (approximately 10.3°) as the maximum allowed values for pitch and roll angles (respectively, $\phi_{max}$ and $\theta_{max}$) when flying in indoor environments.

The OAC algorithm was implemented directly in the DSP. After that, we carried out some experiments in order to verify the angle ranges previously obtained through the simulation tests. So, we did a series of tests in a wide room, varying the pitch and roll angles and verifying OS4 behavior. The experimental tests confirmed that the ideal angle ranges for roll and pitch angles in indoor environments were between 0.15 rad and 0.18 rad (between 8.6° and 10.3°). Angle values less than 0.15 rad would not produce a maneuver that was fast enough to avoid an obstacle approaching at 1 m/s (a person walking). Besides, angle values greater than 0.18 rad would be dangerous for the helicopter in some cases, when maneuvering in cluttered indoor environments.

Rather than being considered a limitation on our OAC approach, these angle ranges should be regarded as a result of several
simulation and experimental tests that took into account OS4 safety and typical indoor environment characteristics (cluttered areas with several corridors). If the environment consists of large areas, it is possible to increase the angle ranges and obtain faster maneuvers, without affecting the OS4 safety.

**Experimental Results**

Following a great number of flights and meticulous parameter settings, the obstacle avoidance experiment was finally carried out successfully: the OAC procedure was implemented onboard OS4. Figure 11 presents a photo-sequence of an experiment carried out in a wide room at EPFL. Initially the helicopter took-off (Fig. 11-a) and assumed the hovering state at 50 cm (Fig. 11-b). Then, a person walks and approaches OS4 in front of US sensor #1 (Fig. 11-c). Immediately it started to avoid the person flying backwards (Fig. 11-d to Fig. 11-g). During this period it applied negative pitch angles to produce the evasive maneuvers. When the person distanced, OS4 reassumed the hovering state (Fig. 11-h).

![Figure 11. Photo-sequence of the experiment carried out at EPFL.](image)

The OAC input data are shown in Fig. 12: OS4 altitude, pitch angle, US sensor #1 data, and the OAC state during the experiment. We presented only a detail of the experiment that shows the period when the OAC was acting. The observed pitch angle oscillations show that the system reacts to the OAC commands, but it must also respect the stabilization constraints. Because of this, the OAC state oscillates between engaged (1) and non-engaged (0) even in presence of obstacles. If there is no stabilization issue, the OAC state holds engaged (in Fig. 12 for the time between 12.5 s and 14.5 s). As the OS4 is a high dynamic system, it was not possible to increase the OAC output angles and consequently, the evasive speed, without the risk of losing its altitude and crashing to the ground. It is, however, clear that the method works perfectly for obstacles moving at moderate speeds (around 1 m/s).

![Figure 12. Detail of an in-flight test of the OS4 OAC system. OS4 was hovering at an altitude of 50 cm. For time equal to 12.2 s, a person approaches to OS4. For time equal to 20.3 s the person distanced and the US sensor stops to detect it. Finally, for time equal to 20.8 s the helicopter started to land.](image)

**Conclusions**

Our goal in this research was to obtain an obstacle avoidance behavior without the use of grounded sensors and without changing the environment features. First of all we presented in this paper a short review of the state of art on mini-VTOL, specially the quadrotor configuration. As we highlighted previously, we could not find in the literature papers that focused on the obstacle avoidance control for mini-quadrors. Then, we presented navigation approaches found in literature applied to helicopters and UAVs and highlighted the lack of researches focused on real implementation of onboard navigators for mini-helicopters. Next, we briefly described the OS4 dynamical modeling and the simulator developed in MatLab/Simulink. In order to model the OS4 mini-helicopter, we used Newton-Euler formalism, model identification, and blade element and momentum theories. The whole dynamic model was built based on physics and aerodynamics equations, and a faithful CAD model that allowed easy extraction of the physical parameters. In addition, rotor dynamics was identified in order to accurately grasp the dynamics of the brushless motor, its power electronics, the gearbox and the propeller. The implementation of an aerodynamics block allowed the consideration of variable aerodynamic coefficients that were validated in hover. The result was a set of equations describing the vehicle dynamics not only in hover, but also in motion. A simulator was developed based on this model and
is presently used in other quadrotor projects. This simulator was designed to allow the user to easily change environment features, OAC techniques, flight conditions, etc. and to visualize the results. It takes into account a complex dynamic model for the helicopter, aerodynamic effects, sensor characteristics, delays, etc. The final experiments were all performed using strictly the same parameters found by simulation.

Next, we presented the OS4 embedded sensors (US, IMU, and CCD mini-camera) and described the experimental tests carried out in order to get the sensors characteristics and limitations. Due to onboard sensor limitations, we could not use a speed controller (extremely noisy IMU data) and needed to design a filter for the US sensors (because of the reflections caused by the ground proximity). Then, we described the OAC developed, and the tests done to set the controller parameters (maximum output angles). Finally, the implementation phase onboard the OS4 mini-quadrotor was described and the results were presented.

The controller algorithm was simpler when compared to the other cases of OACs that we developed. Nevertheless, it proved to be very robust and has the advantage of being compatible with a future path planner. In spite of the difficulties during the final implementation phase, the OAC algorithm feasibility was indeed proven and we are planning to add new onboard sensors that will allow us to implement the speed-based OACs. As far as we know this was the first successful collision avoidance experiment on such systems (mini-quadrotors) based only on board sensors. The simulation tools based on MatLab/Simulink was extremely important in order to save time and reduce the quantity of experiments needed to set the control parameters.

Extending the capabilities of OS4 requires a further improvement of the dynamics of its actuators, its sensory capability and a more integrated design. The improvement is in the bandwidth of the actuators will release the power of backstepping controllers. This will allow OS4 to be more stable, to fly in more difficult environments and to enlarge its flight envelope to more complex maneuvers.
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